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Abstract. Optimization with graph cuts became very popular in recent years.
As more applications rely on graph cuts, different energy functions are being
employed. Recent evaluation of optimization algorithms showed that the widely
used swap and expansion graph cut algorithms have an excellent performance for
energies where the underlying MRF has Potts prior. Potts prior corresponds to assuming that the true labeling is piecewise constant. While surprisingly useful in
practice, Potts prior is clearly not appropriate in many circumstances. However
for more general priors, the swap and expansion algorithms do not perform as
well. Both algorithms are based on moves that give each pixel a choice of only
two labels. Therefore such moves can be referred to as binary moves. Recently,
range moves that act on multiple labels simultaneously were introduced. As opposed to swap and expansion, each pixel has a choice of more than two labels
in a range move. Therefore we call them multi-label moves. Range moves were
shown to work better for problems with truncated convex priors, which imply
a piecewise smooth labeling. Inspired by range moves, we develop several different variants of multi-label moves. We evaluate them on the problem of stereo
correspondence and discuss their relative merits.

1 Introduction
Energy optimization with graph cuts [1,2,3] is increasingly used for different applications in computer vision and graphics. Some examples are image restoration [2], stereo
and multi-view reconstruction [4,5,2,6,7], motion segmentation [8,9,10], texture synthesis [11], segmentation [12,13,14,15], digital photomontage [16]. Optimization with
graph cuts either results in an exact minimum or an approximate minimum with nontrivial quality guarantees. This frequently translates into a result of high accuracy, given
that the energy function is appropriate for the application.
A typical energy function to be minimized is as follows:


Dp (fp ) +
Vpq (fp , fq ).
(1)
E(f ) =
p∈P

(p,q)∈N

In Eq. (1), L is a finite set of labels, representing the property needed to be estimated at
each pixel, such as intensity, color, etc. P is the set of sites that one needs to assign labels
to. Frequently P is set of image pixels. The label assigned to pixel p ∈ P is denoted
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by fp , and f is the collection of all pixel-label assignments. The first sum in Eq. (1) is
the data term. In the data term, Dp (fp ) is the penalty for pixel p to be assigned label
fp . The data term usually comes from the observed data. The second sum in Eq. (1) is
the smoothness term, and it uses the prior knowledge about what the likely labelings f
should be like. The sum is over ordered pixel pairs (p, q) ∈ N . Often N is the 4 or 8
connected grid, however longer range interactions are also useful [5]. Without loss of
generality, we assume that if (p, q) ∈ N then p < q.
Any choice for Dp is easy to handle. The choice of Vpq determines whether the
energy function can be efficiently minimized. The Vpq ’s often specify the smoothness assumptions on the labeling f . Different choices of Vpq ’s correspond to different
smoothness assumptions. A common choice is the Potts model, which is Vpq (fp , fq ) =
wpq · min {1, |fp − fq |}. The coefficients wpq ’s can be different for each pair of neighboring pixels. Potts model penalizes any difference between fp and fq by the same
amount. Intuitively, it corresponds to the prior knowledge that f should be piecewise
constant, that is it consists of several pieces where pixels inside the same piece share
the same label.
Another common choice is Vpq (fp , fq ) = wpq · min {T, |fp − fq |a }. If a = 1 the
model is called a truncated linear, and if a = 2, it is called a truncated quadratic. These
Vpq ’s correspond to the piecewise smooth assumption on f , that is the assumption that
f consists of several pieces, where the labels between neighboring pixels inside each
piece vary “smoothly”1. Parameter T is called a truncation constant. Without the truncation, that is if Vpq is the absolute linear or quadratic difference, the energy in Eq. (1)
can be optimized exactly with a graph cut [17], but the corresponding energies are not
discontinuity preserving. Energy in Eq. (1) is NP-hard to optimize if discontinuity preserving Potts, truncated linear or quadratic Vpq ’s are used [2].
Recently, Szeliski et.al. [18] performed an experimental evaluation of several optimization methods popular for minimizing energies in Eq. (1) : the graph cut based expansion and swap algorithms [2], sequential tree-reweighted message passing
(TRW-S) [19], and loopy belief propagation (LBP) [20]. They show that for Potts
model, both expansion and swap algorithms have an excellent performance, they find
an answer within a small percentage of the global minimum. TRW-S performs as well
as graph cuts, but takes significantly longer to converge. An additional benefit of graph
cuts over TRW-S is when longer range interactions are present. Szeliski et.al. [18] studied only the case when N is the 4-connected grid. Kolmogorov and Rother [21] performed a comparison between graph cuts and TRW-S when longer range interactions
are present, and they concluded that graph cuts perform significantly better in terms of
energy than TRW-S in this case. For the truncated linear Vpq ’s the expansion and swap
algorithms still perform relatively well, but for the truncated quadratic Vpq the energy
value is noticeably worse than that of TRW-S.
Recently [22] developed a new type of moves, called the range moves for optimizing
energies with truncated convex priors. A truncated quadratic and linear are examples of
truncated convex prior. Informally, truncated convex priors correspond to assuming that
f is piecewise smooth. The insight in [22] is that both expansion and swap algorithms
give a pixel a choice of only two labels, but for problems where piecewise smoothness
1
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assumptions are appropriate, to obtain a good approximation, a pixel should have a
choice among more than two labels. The range moves that they develop act on a larger
set of labels than the expansion and swap moves. Because of this property, we call the
range moves multi-label moves. In [23] they use a similar idea to develop multi-label
moves for an energy function useful for single-view scene reconstruction. The energy
function in [23] is neither Potts nor truncated convex, and thus not directly related to
our work.
We further explore the idea of multi-label moves for truncated convex priors. One
can regard the range moves developed in [22] as a generalization of the swap move. In
this paper, we develop a multi-label move that is can be regarded as a generalization
of the expansion move. The optimal multi-label expansion move can be found only approximately. We explore an additional move that we call multi-label smooth swap. Note
that simultaneously but independently, [24] developed a move similar to our multi-label
expansion [25]. Their graph construction is very similar, with some minor differences
in edge weights. They also do not find an optimal multi-label expansion move, but
its approximation. The ideas that lay behind our multi-label moves (as, indeed, the
ideas behind any move-making optimization algorithm) are related to the framework of
majorization-minimization [26].
We evaluate our new multi-label moves on the energy functions arising in stereo
correspondence, and discuss their relative merits as well as compare them with the
range moves.

2 Prior Work
In this section, we briefly explain the prior work on optimization with graph cuts.
2.1 Assumptions on the Label Set
For the rest of the paper we assume that the labels can be represented as integers in the
range {0, 1, ...k − 1}, which is necessary since the construction is based on that in [17].
2.2 Convex Priors
Ishikawa [17] develops a method to find the exact minimum of the energy function in
Eq. (1) when Vpq are convex functions of the label differences. Specifically, Vpq (l1 , l2 ) =
wpq · g(l1 − l2 ) is said to be convex if and only if for any integer x, g(x + 1) − 2g(x) +
g(x − 1) ≥ 0. It is assumed that g(x) is symmetric2 . In [27,28] they extend the results
in [17] to handle a more general definition of convexity.
We follow [22] to describe the work in [17]. Ishikawa’s method is based on computing a minimum cut in a particular graph. There are two special nodes in the graph, the
source s and the sink t. For each p ∈ P, we create a set of nodes p0 , p1 , ..., pk , see Fig. 1
Node p0 is connected with the source s with an edge of infinite capacity. Similarly, we
connect pk with the sink t with an edge of infinite capacity. This way p0 is essentially
identified with the source, and pk with the sink. We connect node pi to node pi+1 with a
2
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Fig. 1. Graph construction for convex Vpq . Thick links indicate edges of infinite capacity.

directed edge epi for i = 0, 1, ..., k − 1. In addition, for i = 1, ..., k, node pi is connected
to node pi−1 with a directed edge of infinite weight. This ensures that for each p, only
one of the edges of type epi will be in the minimum cut. If an edge epi is cut, then pixel
p is assigned label i, thus any cut C induces a labeling f C .
Furthermore, for any (p, q) ∈ N , an edge epq
ij which connects node pi to node qj is
created for i = 0, ..., k and j = 0, ..., k. The weight of this edge is
wpq
[g(i − j + 1) − 2g(i − j) + g(i − j − 1)].
2
The edge weight defined by Eq. (2) is non-negative, since g(x) is convex.
The weights epi are defined as follows:

wpq · h(i),
w(epi ) = Dp (i) −
w(epq
ij ) =

(2)

q∈Np

where Np is the set of neighbors of pixel p, and h(i) = − 12 [g(k + 1 − i) + g(i + 1)]
Under this edge weights assignment, the cost of any finite cut C is exactly E(f C ) plus
a constant, see [22]. Therefore the minimum cut gives the optimal labeling.
Note that [29] develops an algorithm for minimizing energy with convex Vpq which
is more memory and time efficient. However it can be used only when the Dp ’s are
convex.
2.3 Expansion and Swap Algorithms
Boykov et.al. [2] develop the expansion and swap algorithms. These methods can be
applied when Vpq is Potts, truncated linear or quadratic, but the answer is only approximate, since the energy is NP-hard to optimize in these cases [2].
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Both the expansion and the swap algorithms find a local minimum of the energy
function in the following sense. For each f , we define a set of “moves” M (f ). We say
that f is a local minimum with respect to the set of moves, if E(f  ) ≥ E(f ) for any
f  ∈ M (f ).
Given a labeling f and a label pair (α, β), a move from f to f  is called an α-β swap
if fp = fp ⇒ fp , fp ∈ {α, β}. M (f ) is then defined as the collection of α-β swaps for
all pairs of labels α, β ∈ L.
Given a labeling f and a label α, a move f  is called an α-expansion if fp = fp ⇒

fp = α. M (f ) is then defined as the collection of α-expansions for all labels α ∈ L.
The optimal α-expansion and the optimal α-β swap can be found as a minimum
cut in a certain graph [2]. Thus the expansion and swap algorithms find a local minimum with respect to expansion or swap moves, correspondingly. Starting with an initial
labeling f , optimal swap (or expansion) moves are found until convergence.
The energy with truncated linear Vpq can be optimized by both expansion and swap
algorithms, whereas for truncated quadratic Vpq , only the swap algorithm applies directly. In practice, however, it is possible to apply the expansion algorithm with a “truncation trick” [30]. The resulting labeling is no longer guaranteed to be a local minimum
with the respect to expansion moves, but the energy is guaranteed to go down.
2.4 Range Moves for Truncated Convex Priors
In this section we review the range moves of [22]. Based on the notion of convexity
in [17], Vpq is truncated convex if there exists a symmetric function g(x) such that
g(x + 1) − 2g(x) + g(x − 1) ≥ 0 and
Vpq (l1 , l2 ) = wpq · min{g(l1 − l2 ), T }.

(3)

Throughout the rest of the paper, we assume truncated convex Vpq ’s.
Recall that L = {0, 1, ..., k − 1}. Let Lαβ = {α, α + 1, ..., β}, where α < β ∈
L. Given a labeling f , we say that f  is an α-β range move from f , if fp = fp ⇒
{fp , fp } ⊂ Lαβ . The α-β range moves can be viewed as a generalization of α-β swap
moves. An α-β swap move reassigns labels α, β among pixels that are currently labeled
α and β. An α-β range move reassigns the labels in the range {α, α + 1, .., β} among
the pixels that currently have labels in the range {α, α + 1, .., β}.
In [22], they show how to find an optimal α-β range move if |α − β| ≤ T 3 . The basic
idea is as follows. Let T = {p|α ≤ fp ≤ β}. Notice that the truncated convex terms Vpq
become convex when p, q ∈ T , since for any p, q ∈ T , Vpq (fp , fq ) = wpq g(fp − fq ) ≤
wpq · T . Non-convex term arise only on the boundary of T , but they can be arranged in
a graph construction by adding appropriate constants to edges epi , see Section 2.2.
Just as with α-β swaps, the algorithm starts at some labeling f . Then it iterates over
a set of label ranges {α, .., β} with |α − β| = T , finding the best α-β range move f 
and switching the current labeling to f  .
The α-β range move can be slightly generalized. As previously, let |α − β| = T and,
as before, let T = {p|α ≤ fp ≤ β}. Let
Lαβt = {α − t, α − t + 1, ..., β + t − 1, β + t} ∩ L,
3

If |α − β| > T , α-β range move is NP-hard to find.
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that is Lαβt extends the range of Lαβ by t in each direction, making sure that the
resulting range is still a valid range of labels in L.
Let
M αβt (f ) = {f  |fp = fp ⇒ fp ∈ Lαβ , fp ∈ Lαβt }.
That is M αβt (f ) is a set of moves that change pixels labels from Lαβ to labels in
Lαβt . Notice that M αβ (f ) ⊂ M αβt (f ). It is not possible to find the optimal move in
M αβt (f ), but [22] shows how to find fˆ ∈ M αβt (f ) s.t. E(fˆ) ≤ E(f ∗ ), where f ∗ is
the optimal move in M αβ (f ). Thus labeling fˆ is not worse than the optimal move in
M αβ (f ), and if one is lucky, E(fˆ) could be significantly better than the optimal move
in M αβ (f ). In practice, t is set to a small constant. Let us call this generalized range
move as α-β-t-range move.

3 Multi-label Moves
The key idea of the range moves in [22] is to allow a pixel to choose among several
labels in a single move. This is in contrast to the swap and expansion moves, which
allow each pixel a choice between only two labels. We are going to refer to moves that
allow a choice of more than two labels as multi-label. Multi-label moves have already
proven successful in [22,23,24]. There is a multitude of such moves possible. In this
paper, we develop several different multi-label moves for truncated convex priors and
compare their performance. To have a clear terminology, we are going to rename to
the generalized α-β-t-range move with as multi-label α-β-t-swap. There is no need to
rename the α-β-range move since it is a special case of α-β-t-range move with t = 0.
In [22], the idea was to find a subset of pixels P  and a subset of labels L s.t. when
the Vpq terms are restricted to P  and L , they are convex. The boundary terms are easy
to implement, as shown in [22]. Throughout the remainder of this section, we are going
to exploit different ways of selecting P  and L . The two new moves that we develop
are called multi-label expansion and multi-label smooth swap.
In order to perform iterative energy optimization that reduces the energy of the current labeling f , it seems necessary to ensure that the labels of pixels in P  under labeling
f are contained in L . This ensures that the current labeling f is also within the set of allowed moves, and the lowest energy move is not worse than the current labeling. For the
multi-label smooth swap, we are able to enforce this condition. For multi-label expansion, we are not able to always enforce it. We will still guarantee though that the energy
goes down at each iteration by simply rejecting any move whose energy is higher than
that of the current labeling.
3.1 Multi-label Smooth Swap
Let f be a current labeling. Let P  be a subset of pixels of P. We call P  a smooth subset
under labeling f , if for any (p, q) ∈ N , whenever {p, q} ⊂ P  , then |fp − fq | ≤ T ,
where T is the truncation constant in Eq. (3). In words, if a subset P  is smooth under
f , then the label difference for any two pixels contained in P  is not larger than the
truncation constant.
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Let f be the current labeling and P  be a smooth subset under f . Let L(P  , f ) =
{fp |p ∈ P  }, that is L(P  ) is the collection of labels that pixels in P  have under
labeling f .
Given a smooth subset P  under f , let Msmooth (f, P  ) = {f  |fp = fp ⇒ p ∈

P and fp ∈ L(P  , f )}. Msmooth (f, P  ) describes exactly the set of all multi-label
smooth swap moves. In words, a smooth swap move takes a smooth set of pixels under
f , collects their labels, and reassigns their labels among them.
Just as it was possible to generalize the multi-label swap move by extending the range
of labels, it is possible to generalize the multi-label smooth swap. Let t be a constant
for extending the range of labels L (P  , f ). Let us define the extended range of labels
as
L (P  , f, t) = {l ∈ L|∃l ∈ L (P  , f ) s.t. |l − l | ≤ t} ∩ L.
In words, to get L (P  , f, t) we add to L (P  , f ) labels that are at distance no more than
t from some label already in L (P  , f ). The intersection with L is performed to make
sure that after the “padding”, the augmented set is still contained in L. Let the set of
smooth swap moves augmented by t be denoted by Msmooth (f, P  , t).
A multi-label smooth swap is naturally related to a multi-label swap. In a multilabel swap move, the pixels participating in a move have labels in a range limited by
truncation, i.e. all the labels are between some α and β with |α − β| < T. In a multilabel smooth swap, the domain of pixels participating in a move can be larger than
that compared to the multi-label swap. That is the pixels participating in the move can
have labels between some α and β with |α − β| > T. The restriction is that in the pixels
participating in a smooth swap must form a “smooth” component in the current labeling
f , that is the labels of any two neighbors cannot differ by more than T .
There are two questions that remain to be answered: how to choose the smooth subsets P  and how to optimize with smooth swap moves. Let us first consider the question
of optimization.
In general, it is not possible to find the optimal smooth swap move, given a smooth
subset P  and the current labeling f . However, we are able to find a good swap move,
the one that improves the current labeling f .
Let S be a subset of pixels in P and let us define:


ES (f ) =
Dp (fp ) +
Vpq (fp , fq ).
p∈S

(p,q)∈N ,{p,q}∩S=∅

In words, ES (f ) is the sum all the terms of the energy function which depend on pixels
in S. Let us further define:


ESopen (f ) =
Dp (fp ) +
Vpq (fp , fq ).
p∈S

(p,q)∈N ,{p,q}⊂S

In words, ESopen (f ) is the sum of all the terms of the energy function which depend
open
only on pixels in S. It is clear that for any S ∈ P, E(f ) = ES (f ) + EP−S
(f ).

Let f be the current labeling, and let P be a smooth subset under f . Let f  be a
smooth swap move from f , i.e. f  ∈ Msmooth (f, P  , t).
We use basically the same construction as in Section 2.4. We construct a graph for
pixels in P  . However, the label range is L (P  , f, t), and we identify it with label set
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{0, 1, ..., |L (P  , f, t)| − 1}. Otherwise, the graph construction is identical to that in
Section 2.4.
Let C be any finite cost cut in our graph. Notice that a cut of finite cost assigns labels
(as described in Section 2.2) only to pixels in P  . Let f C be the labeling corresponding
to the cut C, which we define as follows: fpC = fp for p ∈ P  , and for p ∈ P  , fpC
is equal to the label assigned to pixel p by the cut C. Let w(C) be the cost of cut C.
By graph construction, w(C) = ẼP  (f C ) + K, where K is a constant and Ẽ(f ) is the
same energy as E(f ), except there is no truncation in Vpq terms for p, q ∈ P  . That is
for p, q ∈ P  , Vpq (fp , fq ) = wpq · g(fp − fq ) in the energy Ẽ.
For any f , EP  (f ) ≤ ẼP  (f ), since the only difference between E and Ẽ is that
the Vpq terms are not truncated in Ẽ for p, q ∈ P  . Recall that for any f , E(f ) =
open
open
open
EP  (f ) + EP−P
 (f ). Also, EP−P  (f ) = ẼP−P  (f ), since Ẽ is not different from E

outside of set P .
Let f be the current labeling. Notice that EP  (f ) = ẼP  (f ), since Vpq terms in f
do not need to be truncated on the set P  . Let Ĉ be the minimum cost cut, and let fˆ be
its corresponding labeling, defined as above. Let f be the current labeling (notice that
f ∈ Msmooth (f, P  , t)), and let C be the cut which corresponds to it in the graph. We
have that ẼP  (fˆ) + K = w(Ĉ) ≤ w(C) = ẼP  (f ) + K. Since EP  (fˆ) ≤ ẼP  (fˆ)
and EP  (f ) = ẼP  (f ), we get that EP  (fˆ) ≤ EP  (f ). Now, for any labeling f  ,
open
open
open


ˆ
E(f  ) = EP  (f  )+EP−P
 (f ). We have that EP−P  (f ) = EP−P (f ), and therefore
ˆ
we get that E(f ) ≤ E(f ). This shows that the minimum cut gives a labeling fˆ with
energy not larger than the current labeling f . So if we cannot find the optimal smooth
swap move, we can at least guarantee smooth swap move does not increase energy.
The question remains of how to find smooth subsets P  . Ingeneral, given a current
labeling f , we can partition it into a set of P1 , P2 ...Pd , s.t. i Pi = P and each Pi
is smooth. This partition can be performed by computing connected components. This
partition is not unique, however. To remove bias due to visitation order, we compute
connected components in random order. That is we pick a pixel p at random, compute a
maximal smooth subset P1 containing p, then choose another pixel q ∈ P1 , compute a
maximal smooth subset P2 containing q, and so on, until all pixels are partitioned into
smooth subsets. Then we compute smooth swap moves for each Pi . This is not the only
way to proceed, but we found it to be effective. Computing all smooth swap moves for
a partition P1 , P2 ...Pd constitutes one iteration of the algorithm. We perform iterations
until convergence.
The advantage of the multi-label smooth swap move over the multi-label swap is
that it converges faster. If we start from a good solution (typically we start from the
results of the binary expansion algorithm), the number of smooth subsets in a partition
of P is small, so the number of moves is smaller compared to the multi-label swap. The
disadvantage is that it gives energies that are slightly higher in practice.
3.2 Multi-label Expansion
We now develop a multi-label expansion move. Let α and β be two labels s.t. α < β.
The idea behind multi-label expansion move is similar to that of a binary expansion
move. We wish to construct a move in which each pixel can either stay with its old
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(b)

Fig. 2. Graph construction for multi-label expansion

label, or switch to a label in the set {α, α + 1, ..., β}. The name “expansion”, as before,
reflects the fact that labels in the set {α, α + 1, ..., β} expand their territory.
Let M αβ (f ) = {f  |fp = fp ⇒ fp ∈ Lαβ }. That is M αβ (f ) is exactly the set of all
α-β multi-label expansion moves from labeling f . Unfortunately, the optimal expansion
move cannot be computed exactly, so we are forced to approximate it.
Suppose that we are given a labeling f and we wish to approximate the optimal α-β
expansion move, where |α − β| = T . The construction is similar to that in Section 2.2.
We identify label set {α, α + 1, ..., β} with set {0, 1, ..., T }. One of the differences is
that now all pixels participate in a move. First we build a graph exactly like in Sec. 2.4,
except the links between the source and p0 are not set to infinite, for all pixels p. We
create an auxiliary pixel apq between each pair of neighboring pixels (p, q)4 . We connect p0 to apq , q0 to apq , and s to apq , as illustrated in Fig. 2 (a). If the minimum cut
severs edge between s and p0 , then p is assigned its old label in the move. Otherwise,
the label assignment is exactly like in Sec. 2.4.
For the construction in 2.4 if we sever links epi and eqj , then the cost of all the links
pq
eij that have to be severed adds up to C + Vpq (i, j). The costs of the new links that we
create for the expansion algorithm are as in Fig. 3.
This construction insures that if a links between s and p0 and between q0 and q1
are broken, then the cost of all edges severed corresponds exactly to Vpq (fp , α) plus a
constant, which is exactly what is needed. Similarly the correct thing happens if links
between s and q0 and between p0 and p1 are broken, and if the link between s and apq
4

Note that auxiliary pixel is not necessary, see [3], but it clarifies the explanation.
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link
weight
p0 to apq Vpq (fp , α) + C/2
q0 to apq Vpq (β, fq ) + C/2
s to apq
Vpq (fp , fq )+C
s to p0
Dp (fp )
s to q0
Dp (fq )
Fig. 3. Weights of the new links

is broken. Unfortunately in other cases, as long as the new links in Fig. 3 are involved,
the Vpq value can be underestimated or overestimated. The minimum graph cut is not
even guaranteed to reduce the energy from that of the current labeling f . Still in practice
we found that many minimum cuts correspond to an assignment with a lower energy.
Therefore, to make sure that the energy never goes up, if f  is the assignment returned
by our approximate multi-label expansion, we first test if E(f  ) < E(f ), where f is
the current labeling. If yes, we accept f  as the new current labeling. If no, we reject it.
As with the multi-label swap, the range of labels involved in multi-label expansion
can be extended by some t. The construction changes appropriately, similar to what is
done when extending the range of multi-label swap moves see Sec. 2.4.
In practice, we found the following version of the multi-label expansions to work
better. Let T = {p ∈ P|fp ≤ β} and let B = {p ∈ P|fp ≥ α}. We perform the multilabel expansion on pixels in set T using the graph like in Fig. 2(a), and an expansion on
pixel in set B using the graph like in Fig. 2(b), with symmetrically modified weights in
Fig. 3 for the second case. The weights also have to be corrected because there are pixels
not participating in the move, so the “border” conditions resulting from such pixels
have to be incorporated into edge weights epi , just like in Sec. 2.4. The improvement
is probably due to the fact that more Vpq ’s are correctly represented by this split graph
construction. Another improvement is probably due to the fact that pixels on the border
not participating in the move pull the energy in the right direction by having their Vpq
terms correctly modeled through the edge weights epi .

4 Experimental Results
In this section, we present our results on stereo correspondence for the Middlebury
database stereo images5 . We took four pairs of stereo images for evaluation, namely:
Venus,Sawtooth,Teddy,Cones. This database was constructed by D. Scharstein and R.
Szeliski, and these images are the top benchmark in evaluating the performance of
stereo algorithms [31,32].
For stereo correspondence, P is the set of all pixels in the left image, L is the set
of all possible stereo disparities. We take the disparity labels at sub-pixel precision,
in quarter of a pixel steps. That is if |fp − fq | = 1, then the disparities of pixels p
and q differ by 0.25 pixels. Let dl stand for the actual disparity corresponding to the
5

The images were obtained from www.middlebury.edu/stereo
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Swap
Expansion
α-β-2 swap
Multi-Label Smooth Range
α-β-2 Expansion

Venus
7,871,677
8,131,203
7,188,393
7,193,823
7,188,404

Sawtooth
9,742,107
9,418,529
9,371,745
9,373,126
9,377,494

Teddy
16,376,181
15,829,221
15,421,437
15,616,999
15,408,234
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Cones
21,330,284
21,020,174
20,490,753
20,515,493
20,626,809

Fig. 4. Energies on Middlebury database. The minimum in each column is highlighted.

integer label
 l, for example label 2 corresponds to disparity 0.75.
 The data costs are
Dp (l) = IL (p) − [IR (p − dl ) · (dl − dl ) + IR (p − dl )(dl − dl )] , where x stands for
rounding down, x stands for rounding up, and p − x stands for the pixel that has the
coordinates of pixel p shifted to the left by x.
We use the truncated quadratic Vpq (fp , fq ) = 100 · min{(fp − fq )2 , 25}. Using
spatially varying weights wpq improves results of stereo correspondence, since it helps
to align disparity discontinuities with the intensity discontinuities. We set all wpq = 10,
since the main purpose of our paper is to evaluate and compare the multi-label moves,
and not to come up with the best stereo algorithm. Fig. 4 compares the energies obtained
with the expansion algorithm, swap algorithm, multi-label swap moves (or range moves
in terminology of [22]), multi-label expansion moves, and smooth swap moves.
From the Table 4, we can make the following conclusions. First let us consider the
“binary” swap and expansion moves. The swap and expansion algorithms are clearly
inferior when it comes to truncated convex priors. Even though the swap algorithm is
guaranteed to find a best swap move and the expansion algorithm is not guaranteed
to find the best move under the truncated quadratic model, expansion algorithm does
performs better for all scenes except “Venus”. This is probably explained by the fact
that expansion moves are more powerful than the swap moves. Even if we do not find
the optimal expansion, a good expansion may be better than the optimal swap.
Now let us discuss the multi-label moves. First of all, the running times for the multilabel swap move was on the order of minutes (from 5 to 10 minutes). The smooth range
move achieved the energy very close to that of the multi-label swap, but its running
time is about 2 or 3 times faster. The multi-label expansion move is almost always
slightly worse that the multi-label swap, it is better only on the “Teddy sequence”. One
would expect a better performance from the expansion move, but since we cannot find
the optimal one, only an approximate one, these results are not entirely surprising. The
running time for the expansion move is much worse than for other multi-label moves,
since the graphs are much bigger. Multi-label expansion takes about 9-10 times longer
than multi-label swap.
We should mention that the running times of our algorithms can be significantly
improved using the ideas in [33]. They employ techniques such as good initialization,
reducing the number of unknown variables by computing partially optimal solutions,
and recycling flow. All of these are directly transferable to the implementation of our
multi-label moves. Their speed ups are around a factor of 10 or 15.
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4.1 Discussion
In this paper develop and compare two new multi-label moves for energies with truncated convex prior, as well compare the new moves with the previously known multilabel moves called range moves. Clearly, there are more interesting multi-label moves
that can be developed for multi-label energies. An interesting question is whether it is
possible to discover automatically new multi-label moves with good properties for a
given energy, rather than develop them by hand.
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